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Abstract: There are several mechanisms that drive the aging process in the human body. Cellular senescence which leads to permanent cell growth arrest and oxidative stress are examples of aging promoting mechanisms. Moreover, genetics and epigenetic play important roles in accelerating and/or delaying the onset of the aging process. miRNAs are important players in controlling OS, aging, and cellular senescence. The purpose of this study was to evaluate circulating erythrocyte miR451 and miR144 expression as potential biomarker of cell aging. Blood samples were collected from consented volunteers and miRNAs were isolated from a control group and Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus. Taqman primers were used for detection and quantification of miR451 and miR451. Erythrocytes were further sub-fractionated into young, mid and old age by using discontinuous Percoll gradient. miRNA’s were isolated from erythrocytes using miRNA Isolation kit. The miR451 expression was significantly down-regulated in old cells in T2DM group, while miR144 expression was significantly up-regulated in old cells in T2DM. The findings of this study are consistent with our previous report of increase expression of miR451 and miR144 as the cell gets old. The current findings suggest that miR-451 and miR-144 may have a role in aging process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is considered a global public health issue, affecting 463 million adults worldwide [1]. This count is estimated to rise above 640 million people by 2040 [2]. DM is caused by the failure of pancreas cells to produce insulin (Type1) or decrease insulin sensitivity (Type2). DM imposes a series of complex multi-organ and multi-system effects on the body over time and leads to cardiovascular disease, kidney failure, blindness, and nerve damage. Although many clinical procedures have been established to manage and treat DM, the underlying mechanisms of DM and its complications need to be fully understood in order to develop effective therapeutic strategies and identify novel biomarkers of disease [3].

Red blood cells (RBCs) (Erythrocytes) are the most abundant cells in blood stream, accounting for more than 90% of the cell population in peripheral blood. The function of RBCs is to carry oxygen throughout the body by binding to hemoglobin. Autoxidation of hemoglobin makes RBCs more susceptible to oxidative stress (OS) damage [4]. Recent reports highlight the emerging role of RBCs in several biological processes of importance to metabolic functions, including diabetes mellitus and its complications [5, 6]. These studies suggest that disturbances in RBC function and structure can promote oxidative stress and jeopardize antioxidant
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protection, resulting in red blood cell dysfunction and injury to peripheral tissues [5,7]. Thus, RBCs provide an efficient and attractive means to identify markers and mechanisms of cell aging in the setting of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM). MicroRNAs (miRNA) are a class of small (18-25 nucleotides) non-coding RNA that are important in the regulation of gene expression by inhibiting translation or degrading target mRNAs [8]. MiRNAs are found and function throughout the body in both tissue and circulation. Previous work from our group and others has identified several miRNAs deregulated in T2DM [9-11]. We previously reported reduced expression of several miRNAs in erythrocytes of pre-diabetic adults [9-10], which suggests a potential regulatory role for miRNAs in these cells. MiR-451 and miR-144 are highly expressed and are important miRNAs in RBCs maturation and function [12]. MiR-451 reportedly protects erythrocytes against oxidant stress through a miR-451/14-3-3ζ/FoxO3 regulatory axis [12].

Recent evidence suggests its role in the development of T2DM and its micro vascular complications [13-14]. In addition to miR-451, miR-144 has been shown to play an important role in T2DM. Investigators found that high expression of miR-144 significantly inhibit IRS-1 mRNA in T2DM and increase the glycemio status in those individuals [15]. Moreover, this study identified additional miRs that may participate in the regulation of insulin signaling and serve as biomarkers of disease [15]. The diagnostic, prognostic, and therapeutic potential of miRNAs in both tissue and circulation has been established and documented. However, additional studies are warranted to understand the complex nature and function of miRNAs in T2DM, especially those found in circulation (i.e. micro vesicles and RBCs). These circulating miRNAs can influence several biologically important processes, including cell aging. Moreover, circulating miRNAs provide an attractive early marker of disease progression. In this study, we evaluate miR-451 and miR-144 expression as a potential biomarker of cell aging in erythrocyte sub-fractions (young-, middle-, old-cells) isolated from type 2 diabetic adults.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Participants and RBC Samples Processing

A total of 16 blood samples (T2DM=8, control=8) were collected and a written informed consent was obtained from all. Blood samples (~20 mL) were collected following an overnight fast of 8-10 hours in tubes containing heparin using a standard procedure. The study protocol was approved by Howard University Institutional Review Board (HUIRB) (IRB-13-MED-73). Whole blood was centrifuged for 20-minutes at 1200 rpm.

The plasma layer was removed and stored at -80 °C for future study. Isotonic choline chloride solution was added to RBCs and mixed gently by inversion. To obtain purified RBCs, RBCs were added to the wall of a glass tube contain a mixture of 1 mL Hypaque (H) (33.9%) and 2.4 mL Ficoll (F) (9%) and spun for 20 minutes at 1200 rpm. This procedure repeated twice. The purified RBCs separated into three subtractions (1.07-1.09 as y, 1.09-1.11 as m, and 1.11-1.12 as o) by layering them over a percoll gradient consisting of 35%, 40%, 45%, 50%, 55%, 65%, 80%, and 100% of percoll and the balance Gibco minimum essential medium [14] as shown in Figure 1. This was centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 30 minutes. Then the respective age subtractions were collected.
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**Fig1:** Schematic representation of percoll density for sub-fractionated RBCs: y = 1.07-1.09, m = 1.09-1.11, o = 1.11-1.12 g/mL.

2.2. RNA Extraction

Total RNA was extracted from each age sub-fractionated RBCs of each sample using mirVana miR Isolation kit (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. To
begin, the age sub-fractioned RBC sample (400 uL) disrupted in lysis solution. MiR homogenate additive was added to the sample, vortexed, and incubated for 10 minutes on ice. Acid-phenol chloroform was added in a volume equal to the total volume of the sample lysate, mixed, and centrifuged for 5 minutes at maximum speed at room temperature to extract. To extract, the upper phase removed carefully and transferred to a new tube. The RNA eluted in the elution solution. All samples stored at -80°C.

2.3. cDNA Synthesis and Mirna Quantification

Real time PCR (RT-qPCR) was used for miR quantification in age sub-fractionated RBCs. Reverse transcription and PCR reaction were performed using TaqmanmiR transcription kit (Applied Biosystem). Applied biosystem uses total RNA that contains miR as the starting material for cDNA synthesis and allows for the detection of multiple miRs from a single cDNA preparation. The final reaction volume of reverse transcription was 20 uL. To quantify miR expression, a master mix was prepared following the manufacture’s procedure (for each 10 uL reaction: 7 uLTaqman master mix and 3 uL PCR primer). Amplification was carried out in 96 well plate using one step plus (Applied Biosystem) using the cycling conditions outlined by the manufacture. QRT-PCR was performed in duplication for each miRNA. RNU6 was used as a control.

2.4. Data Analysis

Differences in variance among the groups were analyzed using non-parametric one-way ANOVA. The differences in miRNAs expressions between control and T2DM were analyzed by using Student t-test. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. Data analysis was performed using stats tester software.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Differential Mir-144 and -451 Expression In Erythrocytes between Patients with T2DM and Control

We selected two miRs to be measured in human erythrocyte obtained from control and T2DM AA. These miRs are highly expressed in erythrocytes and have a known protective function in these cells [12, 16]. To identify if erythrocyte miRs expression differences in y, m, and o cells between control and T2DM individuals, we isolated total RNA from sub-fractionated purified erythrocytes and quantified miRs expression using qRT-PCR. MiR-451 was significantly reduced in T2DM group when compared to control group. Conversely, miR-144 was significantly higher in T2DM when compared to control group (fig 2).

We next sought to identify relationships between selected miRs expression in o cells and developing T2DM. We found there was a strong correlation between the miR-144 and development of T2DM. However, no such correlation with miR-451 was observed. The expression of miR-144 in o cells was significantly higher in T2DM group than control group (fig 3).
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To determine the effect of T2DM on erythrocytes life span, we compared the expression of miR-451 in o cells between the two groups. We found a significant difference in miR-451 expression between control and T2DM. As mentioned previously, miR-451 is responsible for reducing the oxidative stress in erythrocytes. We found that T2DM group has a significant decrease in miR-451 in comparison with control group (fig 4).

Many studies have been reported that circulatory miRs can be served as non-invasive biomarkers of diseases such as cancer, diabetes, and heart diseases. Few studies have explored miR expression in erythrocytes. This study explores the regulatory role of these miRs as potential indicators of cell aging. Our previous report showed the significant difference between miR-451 and miR-144 expression in sub-fractionated erythrocytes [17]. To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the expression of miRs in sub-fractionated erythrocytes (y, m, and o) of T2DM in comparison with the controls. We reported that miR-451 are reduced in erythrocytes of the T2DM individuals. Also, miR-451 expressed more in o cells than m and y cells in both groups. MiR-451 regulates FOXO3 expression to protect erythrocytes from OS [18] by inhibiting the cytoplasmic adaptor protein 14-3-3ζ. This protein sequesters the production of FOXO3 that stimulates antioxidant genes such as catalase and glutathione peroxidases 1 [19]. Conversely, miR-144 expression was found to be up-regulated in T2DM in comparison with the control group. Moreover, miR-144 expressed more in o cells than m and y cells in both groups. MiR-144 expression correlate with several clinical characteristics associated with T2DM, including HbA1c making it an ideal candidate for genetic risk markers in AA. MiRNAs are reported to be involved in insulin production, secretion, and control insulin signaling pathway [20]. IRS proteins are known to be involved in the insulin signaling pathway. Dwir and colleagues found that miR-144 regulates IRS 1 gene [21]. Moreover, the study
reported that there is a linear relationship between miR-144 and increasing glycemic status in T2DM. Another study showed that miR-144 knockout mice were insulin resistant. This finding proved that miR-144 plays an important role in insulin signaling pathway [21].

Both miR-451 and miR-144 are the most abundant miRs present in erythrocytes. The findings of our study are consistent with the other reports of reduced expression of miR-451 in individuals with certain condition such as diabetes lead to shortened life span of erythrocytes [22]. Also, miR-144 expression increased in T2DM group in comparison with control group. Our findings also suggest that o cells expressed more miR than m and y cells.

4. CONCLUSION

This is the first study that we are reporting an increase in the expression of miR-451 and miR-144 in o cells than m and y cells in the erythrocytes from the individuals with T2DM. These findings could serve as potential biomarkers of red blood cell aging. These findings support similar cell aging studies. However, further studies are needed to clarify the potential role of RBC miRNAs as biomarkers for cell aging depending on the levels of which miR’s that are altered during cell aging.
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